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Classical Music: 
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clear
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Yo-Yo Ma 
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Logos - Which ones show the 
love?
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It says passion, but 
does it elicit passion?



  

Doesn't say 
passion...
you feel 
passion!



  

Experience a program of vocal wonder 

One of today's most exciting young 
violinists

"may be the best thing to happen to classical music in 
years."

Wagner’s fiery First Act of Die Walküre is a drama unto itself, a self-contained tale of 
vengeance waged and love triumphantly won. 

It roars and thunders. A sonic wallop you feel the instant before you hear it. 

Brahms’ classicizing take on the concerto – itself a prime Romantic vehicle in its 
opposition of individual and social efforts – is an exemplar of the indefinable range 
of the period and style

-or-



  

●Experience the incredible joy of Beethoven's "Choral" Symphony. 

●Ludovic Morlot leads the Seattle Symphony in Beethoven’s monumental Ninth Symphony, featuring the 
Seattle Symphony Chorale and four distinguished vocal soloists. 

●Jean-Marie Zeitouni gives the season a thrilling launch with Beethoven's uplifting Ninth Symphony. It 
concludes with Ode to Joy, a heartening message of global love and hope ("all men shall be brothers"). 
You'll hear it performed by a fabulous quartet of solo singers, a massed chorus, and the full Columbus 
Symphony. 

●Reserve your seat for Beethoven’s immortal 9th Symphony 

●Like Stravinsky’s ballet The Rite of Spring, Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony changed classical music forever. 
Adding a choir to a symphony was brand new, but the really amazing aspect of this symphony is the scope 
and message of eternal hope and brotherhood. 

●In Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony, hope is presented as the soloists and chorus in the final movement burst 
forth with Schiller’s famous Ode to Joy, an optimistic expression of unity and love for all humanity. 

●When the Berlin Wall finally fell, Leonard Bernstein chose to play Beethoven’s Ode to Joy as the perfect 
expression of human freedom. 

●Is Beethoven’s 9th the greatest symphony of all time? Hear this majestic and seminal work for yourself in 
all its passion and glory. 

●Beethoven's "Ode to Joy" has thrilled listeners around the world for nearly two centuries. When it 
premiered in 1824, conducted by Beethoven himself, he heard not a note, so profoundly deaf was he. Nor 
did he hear the five standing ovations for the most epic choral work ever composed! 



  

Social Media - share the love, not only the 
marketing...We can’t help but love this photo of @lang_lang feeding a dragon at last year’s 
#LNY celebration. #yearofthesnake pic.twitter.com/gQhracbS

Q. How do musicians get to the #SuperBowl? A: Practice, 
practice, practice! http://ow.ly/i/1suZp  #classicalsuperbowl 
@49ers @BaltSymphony

"Traditionalists may roll their eyes or 
plug up their ears, but opera is a plastic 
art." - #TalesOfHoffmann Edmo Opera 
http://ow.ly/hpaox

Vito the dog goes from animal shelter to opera stage http://pitch.pe/UYlTk2

It snowed last night on stage at our concert! First time 
we have performed with an umbrella. Time for a new 
venue! [pic of ensemble w/umbrella onstage]

[Introducing Beethoven Finger Puppet] "Hallo, Detroit! Ich am so excited für my 
#Beethoven Festival to begin in ze next week. More fun und games coming soon!"

Warwick Fyfe is rocking the fat suit for 
Falstaff!!

Note: Difficult to find FB accounts with conversations with their followers. Could hardly find 
any that posted questions to get conversations started. Mainly marketing only with some 
behind the scenes/articles. This is not the case for other disciplines.

Caption this photo from Madama 
Butterfly!



  

Website full of passion? 



  



  

Or, not so much...



  



  

Get to know the 
musicians as 
people! 



  

Merch! 



  

Seattle Symphony Orchestra's 
Untuxed and Untitled series

Programming...it's about the music, 
right?
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